
Future Directions
One area of research for query rewriting is how to

detect query intent drifting after rewriting. For exam-

ple, stemming query ‘‘marching network’’ to ‘‘march

networks,’’ or ‘‘blue steel’’ to ‘‘blued steel’’ is bad since

the query after rewriting has different intent of the

input. How to model intent drifting is a challenging

task in Web search.
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Definition
Relevance feedback refers to an interactive cycle that

helps to improve the retrieval performance based

on the relevance judgments provided by a user. Specif-

ically, when a user issues a query to describe an infor-

mation need, an information retrieval system would

first return a set of initial results and then ask the user

to judge whether some information items (typically

documents or passages) are relevant or not. After

that, the system would reformulate the query based

on the collected feedback information, and return a

set of retrieval results, which presumably would be

better than the initial retrieval results. This procedure

could be repeated.

Historical Background
Quality of retrieval results highly depends on how effec-

tive a user’s query (usually a set of keywords) is in

distinguishing relevant documents from non-relevant

ones. Ideally, the keywords used in the query should

occur only in the relevant documents and not in any

non-relevant document. Unfortunately, in reality, it is

often difficult for a user to come upwith good keywords,
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mainly because the same concept can be described using

different words and the user often has no clue about

which words are actually used in the relevant documents

of a collection. Amainmotivation for relevance feedback

comes from the observation that although it may be

difficult for a user to formulate a good query, it is often

much easier for the user to judge whether a document or

a passage is relevant.

Relevance feedback was first studied in the vector

space model by Rocchio [8]. After that, many other

relevance feedback methods have been proposed

and studied in other retrieval models [6,15], includ-

ing classical probabilistic models and language

modeling approach. Although these methods are

different, they all try to make the best use of the

relevance judgments provided by the user and gen-

erally rely on some kind of learning mechanism to

learn a more accurate representation of the user’s

information need. Relevance feedback has proven

to be one of the most effective methods for improv-

ing retrieval performance [8,6,10].

Unfortunately, due to the extra effort that a user

must make in relevance feedback, users are often reluc-

tant to provide such explicit relevance feedback. When

there are no explicit relevance judgments available,

pseudo feedback may be performed, also known

as blind relevance feedback [2,7]. In this method, a

small number of top-ranked documents in the initial

retrieval results are assumed to be relevant, and rele-

vance feedback is then applied. This method also tends

to improve performance on average (especially recall).

However, pseudo feedback method does not always

work well, especially for queries where none of

the top N documents is relevant. The poor perfor-

mance is expected because the non-relevant docu-

ments are assumed to be relevant, which causes the

reformulated query to shift away from the original

information need.

Somewhere inbetween relevance feedback and pseu-

do feedback is a technique called implicit feedback

[5,4,11]. In implicit feedback, a user’s actions in inter-

acting with a system (e.g., clickthroughs) are used to

infer the user’s information need. For example, a result

viewed by a user may be regarded as relevant (or more

likely relevant than a result skipped by a user). Search

logs serve as the primary data for implicit feedback;

their availability has recently stimulated a lot of re-

search in learning from search logs to improve retrieval

accuracy (e.g., [3]).

Relevance feedback bears some similarity to query

expansion in the sense that both methods attempt

to select useful terms to expand the original query

for improving retrieval performance. However, these

two methods are not exactly same. First, query expan-

sion does not necessarily assume the availability of

relevance judgments. It focuses on identifying useful

terms that could be used to further elaborate the user’s

information need. The terms can come from many

different sources, not just feedback documents (often

called local methods for query expansion). For exam-

ple, they can also come from any document in the

entire collection (called global methods) [14] or external

resources such as a thesaurus. Second, while relevance

feedback is often realized through query expansion, it

can be otherwise. For example, when all available exam-

ples are non-relevant, other techniques than query

expansion may be more appropriate [13].

Foundations
The basic procedure for relevance feedback includes

the following steps. A user first issues a query, and

the system returns a set of initial retrieval results.

After returning the initial results, the user is asked to

judge whether the presented information items (e.g.,

documents or passages) are relevant or non-relevant.

Finally, the system revises the original query based on

the collected relevance judgments typically by adding

additional terms extracted from relevant documents,

promoting weights of terms that occur often in rele-

vant documents, but not so often in non-relevant

documents, and down-weighting frequent terms in

non-relevant documents. The revised query is then

executed and a new set of results is returned. The

procedure can be repeated more than once.

Technically, relevance feedback is a learning prob-

lem in which one learns from the relevant and non-

relevant document examples how to distinguish new

relevant documents from non-relevant documents.

The learning problem can be cast as to learn either a

binary classifier that can classify a document into rele-

vant vs. non-relevant categories or a ranker that can

rank relevant documents above non-relevant docu-

ments. Thus in principle, any standard supervised

learning methods can be potentially applied to per-

form relevance feedback. However, as a learning

problem, relevance feedback poses several special

challenges, and as a result, a direct application of a

standard supervised learning method is often not very
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effective. First, many supervised learning methods only

work well when there are a relatively large number of

training examples, but in the case of relevance feed-

back, the number of positive training examples is gen-

erally very small. Second, the training examples in

relevance feedback are usually from the top-ranked

documents, thus they are not a random sample and

can be biased. Third, it is unclear how to handle the

original query. The query may be treated as a special

short example of relevant documents, but intuitively

this special relevant example is much more important

than other relevant examples and the terms in the

query should be sufficiently emphasized to avoid drift-

ing away from the original query concept. These chal-

lenges are exacerbated in the case of pseudo feedback

as the query would be the only reliable relevance infor-

mation provided by the user.

In the information retrieval community, many

relevance feedback algorithms have been developed for

different retrieval models. A commonly used feedback

algorithm in vector space models is the Rocchio algo-

rithm developed in early 1970s [8], which remains

a robust effective state-of-the-art method for relevance

feedback. In Rocchio, the problem of relevance feed-

back is defined as finding an optimal query to maxi-

mize its similarity to relevant documents and

minimize its similarity to non-relevant documents.

The revised query can be computed as

Qr ¼ a � Qo þ b
jDr j �

X

di2Dr

di � g
jDnj �

X

dj2Dn

dj ;

where Qr is the revised query vector, Qo is the original

query vector, Dr and Dn are the sets of vectors for the

known relevant and non-relevant documents, respec-

tively. a, b, and g are the parameters that control the

contributions from the two sets of documents and the

original query. Empirical results show that positive

feedback is much more effective than negative feed-

back, so the optimal value of g is often much smaller

than that of b. A term would have a higher weight in

the new query vector if it occurs frequently in relevant

documents but infrequently in non-relevant docu-

ments. The IDF weighting further rewards a term

that is rare in the whole collection.

The feedback method in classical probabilistic

models is to select expanded terms primarily based

on Robertson/Sparck-Jones weight [6] defined as

follows:

wi ¼ log
ri=ðR � riÞ

ðni � riÞ=ðN � ni � R þ riÞ ;

where wi is the weight of term i, ri is the number of

relevant documents containing term i, ni is the number

of documents containing term i, R is the number of

relevant documents in the collection, and N is the

number of documents in the collection.

In language modeling approaches, feedback can be

achieved through updating the query language model

based on feedback information, leading tomodel-based

feedback methods[15]. Relevance feedback received lit-

tle attention in logical model, but some possible feed-

back methods have been discussed in [9].

Despite the difference in their way of performing

relevance feedback, all these feedback methods imple-

ment the same intuition, which is to improve query

representation by introducing and rewarding terms

that occur frequently in relevant documents but infre-

quently in non-relevant documents. When optimized,

most of these methods tend to perform similarly.

Improvements over these basic feedback methods in-

clude (1) passage feedback [1] which can filter out the

non-relevant part of a long relevant document in feed-

back, (2) query zone [12] which can improve the use of

negative feedback information, and (3) pure negative

feedback [13] which aims at exploiting purely negative

information to improve performance for difficult

topics.

Most studies focus on how to use the relevance

judgments to improve the retrieval performance. The

issue of choosing optimally documents to judge for

relevance feedback has received considerably less atten-

tion. Recent studies on active feedback [11] have

shown that choosing documents with more diversity

for feedback is a better strategy than choosing the most

relevant documents for feedback in the sense that the

relevance feedback information collected with the for-

mer strategy is more useful for learning. However, this

benefit may be at the price of sacrificing the utility of

presented documents from a user’s perspective.

Although relevance feedback improves retrieval ac-

curacy, the improvement comes at the price of possibly

slowing down the retrieval speed. Indeed, virtually all

relevance feedback algorithms involve iterating over all

the terms in all the judged examples, so the computa-

tional overhead is not negligible, making it a challenge

to use relevance feedback in applications where

response speed is critical.
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Key Applications
Relevance feedback is a general effective technique for

improving retrieval accuracy for all search engines,

which is applicable when users are willing to provide

explicit relevance judgments. Relevance feedback is

particularly useful when it is difficult to completely

and precisely specify an information need with just

keywords (e.g., multimedia search); in such a case,

relevance feedback can be exploited to learn features

that can characterize the information need from the

judged examples (e.g., useful non-textual features in

multimedia search) and combine such features with

the original query to improve retrieval results. Rele-

vance feedback is also a key technique in personalized

search where both explicit and implicit feedback infor-

mation could be learned from all the collected infor-

mation about a user to improve the current search

results for the user.

Despite the fact that relevance feedback is a mature

technology, it is not a popular feature provided by the

current web search engines possibly because of the

computational overhead. However, the feature ‘‘finding

similar pages’’ provided by Google can be regarded as

relevance feedback with just one relevant document.

Future Directions
Although relevance feedback has been studied for dec-

ades and many effective methods have been proposed,

it is still unclear what is the optimal way of performing

relevance feedback. The recent trend of applying ma-

chine learning to information retrieval, especially re-

search on learning to rank and statistical language

models, will likely shed light on the answer to this

long-standing question.

So far, research on relevance feedback has focused

on cases where at least several relevant examples can be

obtained in the top-ranked documents. However,

when a topic is difficult, a user may not see any relevant

document in the top-ranked documents. In order to

help such a user, negative feedback (i.e., relevance

feedback with only non-relevant examples) must be

performed. Traditionally negative feedback has not

received much attention due to the fact that when

relevant examples are available, negative feedback in-

formation tends not to be very useful. An important

future research direction is to study how to exploit

negative feedback to improve retrieval accuracy for

difficult topics as argued in [13].

Active feedback [11] is another important topic

worth further studying. Indeed, to minimize a user’s

effort in providing explicit feedback, it is important to

select the most informative examples for a user to

judge so that the system can learn most from the

judged examples. It would be interesting to explore

how to apply/adapt many active learning techniques

developed in the machine learning community to per-

form active feedback.

Experimental Results
The effectiveness of a relevance feedback method is

usually evaluated using the standard information re-

trieval evaluation methodology and test collections.

A standard test collection includes a document collec-

tion, a set of queries and judgments indicating whether

a document is relevant to a query. The initial retrieval

results are compared with the feedback results to show

whether feedback improves performance. The perfor-

mance is often measured using Mean Average Precision

(MAP) which reflects the overall ranking accuracy or

precision at top k (e.g., top 10) documents which

reflects how many relevant documents a user can ex-

pect to see in the top-ranked documents.

When comparing different relevance feedback

methods, the amount of feedback information is

often controlled so that every method uses the same

judged documents. The judged or seen documents are

usually excluded when computing the performance of

a method to more accurately evaluate the performance

of a method on unseen documents. The evaluation is

significantly more challenging when the amount of

feedback information can not be controlled, such as

when different strategies for selecting documents for

feedback are compared or a feedback method and a

non-feedback method are compared. In such cases, it is

tricky how to handle the judged documents. If they are

not excluded when computing the performance of a

method, the comparison would be unfair and favor a

feedback that has received more judged examples.

However, if they are excluded, the performance

would not be comparable either because the test set

used to compute the performance of each method

would likely be different and may contain a different

set of relevant and non-relevant documents.

Data Sets
Many standard information retrieval test collections

can be found at: http://trec.nist.gov/
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URL to Code
Lemur project contains the code for most existing

relevance feedback method, which can be found at:

http://lemurpoject.org/.
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Synonyms
Ranking; Search ranking; Result ranking

Definition
Web search engines return lists of web pages sorted by

the page’s relevance to the user query. The problem

with web search relevance ranking is to estimate rele-

vance of a page to a query. Nowadays, commercial

web-page search engines combine hundreds of features

to estimate relevance. The specific features and their

mode of combination are kept secret to fight spam-

mers and competitors. Nevertheless, the main types of

features at use, as well as the methods for their combi-

nation, are publicly known and are the subject of

scientific investigation.

Historical Background
Information Retrieval (IR) Systems are the predeces-

sors of Web and search engines. These systems were

designed to retrieve documents in curated digital collec-

tions such as library abstracts, corporate documents,

news, etc. Traditionally, IR relevance ranking algorithms

were designed to obtain high recall on medium-sized

document collections using long detailed queries. Fur-

thermore, textual documents in these collections had

little or no structure or hyperlinks. Web search engines

incorporated many of the principles and algorithms of

Information Retrieval Systems, but had to adapt and

extend them to fit their needs.

Early Web Search engines such as Lycos and

AltaVista concentrated on the scalability issues of run-

ning web search engines using traditional relevance

ranking algorithms. Newer search engines, such as

Google, exploited web-specific relevance features such

as hyperlinks to obtain significant gains in quality.

These measures were partly motivated by research in

citation analysis carried out in the bibliometrics field.
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